[Vestibular effects on posture instability evoked by moving visual environment and footing].
Subjects held the vertical posture standing up on hard footing, having small degree of the freedom in the frontal plane. The stability of the vertical posture has been assessed by the standard deviations (sigma) from average amplitudes of the fluctuations of the subject's head (in frontal and sagittal planes) from conditional zero. Sinusoidal rotations of optokinetic cylinder, sinusoidal rotations of the footing, and combinations of these rotations, under phase shifts between the optokinetic cylinder and the footing, caused increase of sigma. The amplitude and velocity signal of the head deviations was transformed into low galvanic current applied to the mastoids and used as the artifical vestibular biofeedback. It was possible to reduce the value of the sigma for lateral tilts (raised in comparison with their values during stance in the dark as a result of destabilizing influence), varying coefficients of the biofeedback. At the same time, appropriate fluctuations in sagittal plane were not systematic.